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Conservation
Three major organizations have earmarked
2008 as a pivotal year for life on Earth.
The groups are the Association of Zoos
and Aquariums, Polar Bear International
and the International Council for Science.
Each of these organizations has highlighted its concerns by bestowing 2008
with a name. AZA dubbed it The Year of
the Frog; Polar Bear International calls it
The Year of the Polar Bear; the
International Science Council labeled it as
The International Polar Year. (Technically, for this group, 2008 is the second half
of The International Polar Year—which
actually began in March 2007. This group
of scientists from 60 countries needed two
years for one official Polar Year so they
could devote 12 months to each pole.)
The names sprang from each group’s
desire to draw attention to critical changes
that their members see affecting frogs
worldwide, Polar Bears in the North and
polar regions in the North and the South.
These changes note alarming epidemics
and population declines among amphibians on every continent—government
reports that fear a 40 percent decline in
Polar Bear populations in the next four
decades and photographs and research
findings that confirm unexpected and
unprecedented warming at the poles.
Because all of these issues affect
animals and environments that many—
actually, most—of our Society members
cherish, and because these issues are complex and important, the Alive editorial
board decided to devote sections of each
of its 2008 issues to The Year of the Frog,
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The Year of the Polar Bear and The
International Polar Year.
This, our first 2008 issue, looks at the
cold facts surrounding the poles and Polar
Bears. Our spring issue will focus on
frogs. The summer and fall issues will
speak to all three namesakes, updating our
readers on the year’s findings, successes
and conclusions. Throughout the year,
Alive will also continue to inform its readers on Zoo happenings, Zoo animals and
the benefits of Zoo Society memberships.
As we step up our efforts to meet our
members’ growing interest in conservation, we invite them, and our other readers, to comment on our stories, to share
their ideas and to tell us about topics they
would like to read about in future issues.
Readers can send their comments in emails to jparker@nczoo.com or simply
write Editor, Alive magazine; 4403 Zoo
Parkway; Asheboro, NC 27205.

The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on Christmas Day.
Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Standard admission
prices are $10 for adults, $8 for seniors and $6 for children. Winter hours begin
November 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Zoo Society members and registered
North Carolina school groups are admitted free. The Zoo offers free parking, free tram
and shuttle service, picnic areas, visitor rest areas, food service and gift shops.
For information, call 1-800-488-0444.

The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources.
The North Carolina Zoological Society is the non-profit organization that supports the
North Carolina Zoological Park. Society offices are open Monday - Friday, 8:30 a.m. to
5 p.m. For information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the Society’s Web page at
nczoo.com.

Printed on recycled paper
Your ALIVE magazine can
be recycled in any recycling
program that takes magazines. To locate the closest
magazine recycling area in
your city, call “Solid Waste
Management” or “Recycling”
under the City or County listings of your phone book.
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The Ends of the
T

he International Polar Year began in
March 2007 and will continue
through March 2009. The brainchild
of the non-profit International Council for
Science, The Polar Year stretches over two
Earth years to give each pole a full 365
days of serious study.
The Council, a community of professional
science organizations, set this time aside to
address growing questions about the state of
the Earth’s climate. Is it changing and, if so,
how much, and why? Throughout the Year,
scientists from 60 countries are conducting
research inside a professional network
where they can easily share information and
their findings and ideas.
At the same time, Polar Bear International
is launching its own Year of the Polar Bear
to focus global attention on changes in the
.
Arctic and the growing plight of the Polar
Bear. As the Arctic ice pack shrank and
thinned to record levels in 2005 and again this year, the
group’s concerns have only deepened.
Arctic ice is critical to the survival of Polar Bears. Without
it, they are lost. Polar Bears need ice. They hunt from it, rest
on it, ride on it—some pregnant females even dig into it to
excavate their maternity dens. By giving the Poles and the
Polar Bears their years and their due in 2008, conservationists hope to heighten public awareness sufficiently to cause
a shift in the ways that the world plans for, protects and
appreciates its poles, their climates and the Arctic’s Great
White Bears.

“Arctic” refers
to the stellar
Great Bear,
Ursa Major.

The Poles and Their Stars
The ends of the Earth—the Arctic and the Antarctic—wear
names that allude to wildlife. “Arctic” derives from the
Greek word for “bear,” and “Antarctic” forms its antonym,
“no bear.”
At first blush, the names seem to describe a slice of each
region’s native biota. Two bear species—the Polar and the
Brown—prowl inside the Arctic Circle. No bear ranges near
Antarctica. But, names can be deceiving: astronomy, not
biology, lies at the root of these words.
“Arctic” refers to the stellar Great Bear, Ursa Major.
This constellation encompasses the smaller Big Dipper and
circles unceasingly above the Arctic without ever rising over
2 | ALIVE
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Antarctica. The poles, then, carry
names that describe the steadfast presence, or absence, of this celestial bruin.
Sitting at the top and the bottom of
the world, the poles look, act, sound
and feel unlike any other place on
Earth. Technically, latitude defines their
extent and imposes important restrictions on their climates. Geographically
speaking, the Arctic and the Antarctic
circles begin at latitude 66.30 and end
at latitude 90 degrees north and south
respectively.
The Earth’s axis passes through the
center of each pole and sits slightly
askew from upright. This slant gives
the Earth its seasons and shoves the
poles into positions where they are
forced to endure days and nights that
stretch over six months at a time.

Polar Ice and Skies
Both poles shoulder piles of frozen water that disguise their
arid cores. The Arctic and the Antarctic are, by definition,
deserts. Their annual precipitation measures less than 10
inches, and their icy landscapes build because the climates
are cold, not wet. Their drifts and glaciers gather height and
mass by persisting over centuries.
Earth’s magnetic poles waver unpredictably through these
regions, wobbling randomly about their geographic counterparts. As custodians of these attractors, the Arctic and the
Antarctic boast auroras, “Borealis” in the North, “Australis”
in the South. These curtains of light glide across the sky in
brilliant circles that dance, almost as mirror images, around
the opposing poles.
The Sun fuels these auroras. They flare when solar particles, drawn to the magnetic pull of the poles, smash into
gases that swirl in the Earth’s upper atmosphere. Oxygen
atoms flame red when pelted at high altitudes and glow in
yellowish greens from clashes lower down. Nitrogen atoms
bust into blues or, sometimes, reddish purples.

Polar Solar
Sunlight and its extended absence dominates the nature of
the Poles. At 90 degrees north and south, the Sun rises and
sets once a year—abandoning one sky and claiming another

Earth
at every Equinox.
Once up, the Sun stays for six months. It pops into view
and begins a slow, steady spiral that brings it full circle every
24 hours. As the world turns, the Sun angles slowly upward
to reach its zenith at the Solstice. After that, the Sun assumes
a new perspective. It trends down a slow circular path to,
eventually, sink below the waiting horizon.
As the Midnight Sun, it sheds six straight months of daylight at a pole. But, when it sets, it does not abandon the
landscape to six continuous months of darkness.
Lingering dusks and dawns burn at both ends of the Polar
night. They squeeze extra weeks of twilight into the waiting
darkness. For nearly two weeks before each sunrise and after
every sunset, enough light streaks over the horizon for people to work outside in safety. In the two weeks before and
after these civil twilights, enough of the Sun’s rays skim
above the skyline to mask all but the brightest stars.
Even when the Sun drops too low for its beams to scale the
horizon, the polar night is not pitch black. The perennial
snow and ice light things up, reflecting moonbeams and
starlight back into the night.

Inside Out
Although the poles sit at identical latitudes and, consequently, receive identical annual doses of sunlight, they rest
under somewhat different climates. The Antarctica far outfreezes its northern sibling.
The Arctic’s milder climate occurs because of its sheltered
position as a frozen sea rimmed by the northern coasts of
continents and islands. The Antarctic lacks any such buffers.
It sits as an isolated, mountainous continent adrift in a
private and hostile sea.
The central Arctic—or Arctic Basin—consists of
an ocean capped by ice. Never rising higher than
15 feet, this pack ice crusts over 7 million square
miles in winter. In summer, the ice normally
melts to just under three million square miles.
Always at the mercy of undercurrents and winds,
the icy platform breaks apart, shifts, cracks, careens,
bumps and refreezes as it seesaws over the sea.
This floating pack ice cools the Arctic twice. Once by sealing the ocean’s heat away from the air and once by reflecting
sunlight into space before it can warm the air or ice. Here
and there, leads (long cracks) and polyenyas (circular open-

ings) break the ice—freeing some of the ocean’s heat and
giving whales and other marine mammals breathing rooms.
The islands and continents rimming the Arctic Ocean benefit from its heat. Liquid water can hold 15 times the warmth
that the atmosphere can. Consequently, the ocean warms the
coastlines, buffering them against the cold temperatures that
can invade the interiors of continents at the same latitudes.
Landforms around the Arctic bushel with life. True
plants—mosses, grasses, flowers and, to the south, even
some trees, march across landforms. Rodents, Reindeer,
Musk Ox, foxes, wolves, bears, and other carnivores feed
and prosper. People live and prosper, too, in small numbers
throughout the year.
Things are different in the South where Antarctica—the
fifth-largest continent—looms colder, higher and meaner
than its northern counterpart. This landform hosts up mountains that reach to altitudes of 15,000 feet. Over 97 percent
of its acreage shivers under piles of ice that occasionally sink
to depths of two miles.
Antarctica’s icy blanket entombs 70 percent of the Earth’s
freshwater. Along the continent’s edge, ancient glaciers spill

onto ice shelves that ride the surrounding ocean. In winter, these shelves fan
across 15 million square miles.
Blocked from the warming affects of
the sea, Antarctic’s interior never thaws.
At its center, mean annual temperatures
sink to minus 58º F—well below the
Arctic’s annual mean of 0º F.
Life is sparse in Antarctica. No terrestrial mammals live there. Only two
kinds of flowering plants root in its rare
patches of soil. The only birds that
flourish in Antarctica, do so at the
behest of the ocean. Penguins and their
relatives have to swim for their suppers.
Every mammal is marine.
No native people call Antarctica
home. The only humans are temporary
visitors—scientists who huddle in
bunkered research stations to sample
and study the southern pole.
..
Despite their climactic differences,
both poles depend on food chains that
grow from the ice. The web unfurls every spring and
summer, when sunlight coaxes algae to bloom across the
underbelly of the sea ice. Awash in nutrients, the algae multiply and call in mobs of hungry krill. These tiny creatures
browse the algae and then feed the local fish and marine
mammals that, in turn, feed bigger fish, seabirds and each
other. Even the Arctic’s highly
carnivorous Polar Bears graze
indirectly on the algae by
swallowing seals that
built their blubber
on fish that fed
on algae.

The Great White Bear
Currently listed as threatened, Polar Bears
range throughout the Arctic Circle. They
number somewhere between 22,000 and
25,000 individuals—a quantity that reflects
a substantial growth in population over the
last 25 years.
Unfortunately, the surge in population
numbers was not the product of improved
habitats. Instead, the increase grew from a
change in international laws. These stopped
the wanton slaughter of Polar Bears by
hunters who shot the bears from planes and
from snowmobiles.
A map of the bears’ distribution mirrors
the shape and the extent of maps drawn to
conform to the Arctic sea ice. Polar Bears
live only where pack blankets the sea for at
least several months a year.
Researchers have identified 19 distinct
Polar Bear populations inside this distribu.
tion. Each group congregates in its own
separate district. These communities range
in size from a few hundred to a few thousand bears. For the
most part, Polar Bears wander extensively within—but not
between—these districts.

Once the
ice is gone,
the hunting
stops.

Emperor
Penguins
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Bears on the Move
Polar Bears, except for hibernating pregnant females, keep
moving whenever ice provides a hunting platform. The
average Polar Bear walks 5,500 miles a year and may swim
over distances of 60 miles or more.
To the far north, Polar Bears hunt in every month of the
year. But, bears living in the southern reaches of the species’
range, stop their wanderings in summer, when the pack ice
melts away.
Once the ice is gone, the hunting stops. To survive the
summer, southern ranging Polar Bears downsize their metabolic rates and enter a state of lethargy that local people call
a “walking hibernation.” Mostly, the bears sleep, sun and
lose weight—up to two pounds a day—while they wait for
the return of ice and the hunt.
When the ice refreezes, Polar Bears call on their fat and
fur to keep away the cold. Insulated by two kinds of thick,
hollow hairs and up to four inches of blubber, Polar Bears
can hold a body temperature of 98.4 degrees F. when ambient temperatures sink to minus 30 degrees F.
This insulation protects the Polar Bears from the Arctic
cold, but severely restricts the freedom of their movements.
Wrapped in blankets of fat and fur, Polar Bears cannot run
very far—even in the dead of winter—without overheating.
Polar Bears cope with these restrictions by relying on
stealth, not speed or endurance, to capture seals—their
primary prey.
Ideally, Polar Bears hunt by sitting and staring at a

Lunch, Anyone?
Polar Bears never ask penguins for lunch.
Bears live in the Arctic, where no penguins
can be found.
All but one of the 17 Penguin species live
way south of the Equator. The remaining
penguin, the Galapagos, ranges in a narrow
band along the Equator.
Antarctica is too harsh even for most penguins. Only four species nest in or around
the continent—three other species live and
nest nearby.
The four hardy
birds are:
breathing hole excavated in the pack ice by a seal. The bear
watches and waits, hardly moving, until the seal surfaces.
Once its nose breaks the surface, the bear lunges, grabs its
prey and hauls it on the ice—all in the blink of an eye.

The End of the Ice
In September, the U.S. Geological Survey, the scientific arm
of the Interior Department, released an alarming report on the
future of Polar Bears. The study predicts that 42 percent of
the Arctic’s ice pack—the Polar Bear’s habitat—will have
permanently disappeared by 2050. The meltdown will
kill or displace all of the bears that live in Alaska and
the other southern reaches of the Polar Bear’s range.
Industrial carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases
will continue to drive the melting—and no one holds
out hope that any treaty or any human actions can
restabilize the atmosphere in time to stop the disaster.
The only hope for the bear will have to come from
captive breeding programs in good zoos and from
treaties and changes in human behavior that stop the
warming before all the ice is gone.
As report after report documents Arctic and Antarctic
meltings that are far outpacing the most dire predictions from
even recent studies, it is easy to lose hope that Polar Bear or
the poles can escape the ravages of global warming. The
problems seem too large and too intractable to tackle.
This article, and this Polar Year and The Year of the Polar
Bear have all come about to face down that pessimism and
overcome the inertia that has kept us from taking on global
warming the way we stood up to—and finally stopped—the
release of chemicals that were eating away the Earth’s protective ozone layer.y The Montreal Treaty stopped that disaster
so there is hope that a beefed up Kyoto Treaty can save Polar
Bears, the polar ice and, maybe, even us.

.

the Adelie,

.

the Chin Strap,

.

the Gentoo and

.

the Emperor (as
in March of the
Penguins).

Chin Strap

The World Conservation Union
lists 10 of these species as
endangered or vulnerable—
and eight of these species are
vanishing rapidly. Polar
heating is a primary cause
of their problems.

Adelie

Great Web sites on penguins
are all over. Get started with
Cool Antarctica
(www.coolantarctica.com/)
and Penquinscience
(www.penguinscience.com/).

Gentoo

JAYNE OWEN PARKER, PH.D., EDITOR
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TRAVEL SAFARI

Explore new horizons in 2008
Urban Safari to San Diego
February 28-March 4
$1,995*
This trip goes behind the scenes to
visit SeaWorld San Diego and the San
Diego Zoo. Travelers will meet privately with animal staff to visit closed
exhibits and will accompany specialist
guide Janet Anderson to benefit from
her intimate knowledge of the San
Diego Zoo and Wild Animal Park, Torrey Pines State Reserve,
Quail Botanical Gardens, Balboa Park and the spectacular
Anza Borrego Desert State Park. (The wildflowers should be
in full bloom.) Travelers will be on their own in the
evenings, free to explore San Diego or rest in the Victorianera charms of their hotel.

Cape Lookout Wildlife Weekend
May 2-4
October 17-19
$250
Two chances to explore North Carolina’s coastal history.
Guests stay at the seashore field station and can climb its
watchtower to enjoy breathtaking views of Cape Lookout
Lighthouse, Lookout Shoals, Shackleford Banks, Core Banks
and the Atlantic Ocean. The program offers beach walks,
conservation lectures by Naturalists Keith Rittmaster and,
maybe, a chance to see dolphins. Hurry, these tours fill up
quickly!

Migration Safari to Kenya
August 28-Sept 9
Space Limited
$10,995
Join Zoo Director Dr. David Jones on this luxury safari to
some of Kenya’s most famous and most interesting wildlife
areas. The trip will include a foray to the private rhinoceros
sanctuary, Lewa Downs, in northern Kenya and then routes
through the Great Rift Valley to Lake Nakru National Park
and the Massi Mari. All accommodation are luxurious.

Wildlife Safari
Tanzania Wildlife Safari
May 16-28
$4,995*
Tanzania—the land where time stands
still. Travelers will pass trough the
great Rift Valley and Lake Manyara
National Park, descend into
Ngorongoro Crater, pass over Olduvai
Gorge—the cradle of mankind—and
roam the Serengeti. Wildlife to watch
for will include elephants, zebra,
giraffes, black rhinos, Wildebeests hippos, Leopards, lions, Cheetah and hyenas. Accommodations are provided in
luxurious lodges and tented camps. An
optional pre-extension trip to
Amboseli and Tsavo and a post-extension excursion to Ruaha are available.
For more information, e-mail sgee@nczoo.com or call 336-879-7253.
6 | ALIVE

Explore Manitoba
November 6-12
$4,595*
Snow gear will be the style when travelers
visit Churchill (routing through Seattle) to
search for Polar Bears. Expert professional
naturalist-guide Pat Rousseau will lead
this expedition through a sanctuary protecting Polar Bears
and 44 other mammal species, over 150
bird species and 500
species of plants.
The wildlife list
includes Snowy
Owls, Arctic Foxes
and Caribou. In the
evenings, look up
for the Aurora
Borealis.

PRICES BASED ON DOUBLE-OCCUPANCY.
| ALL
* PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE AIRFARE.

Granidng
Opeayn, April 5
Saturd

A mammoth event in Zoo history.

Grand opening ceremonies for the Watani Grasslands Reserve, an $8.5
million expansion of the Zoo’s elephant and rhinoceros exhibits and
holding facilities, will take place at 11 a.m. on Friday, April 4, 2008.
Media, State Legislators, donors and other invited guests will be on
hand for the ribbon-cutting ceremonies that will mark the completion of
a project that began more than four years ago. Construction began in
November 2006 and added a new $2.5 million elephant holding barn
to the Zoo as well as expanding the size of the elephant exhibit from
3.5 to 7 acres. In addition, the Zoo’s Southern White Rhinos were
transferred from their old 3.5-acre exhibit into the 40-acre African
Plains habitat.
Named for a Swahili term meaning “fatherland,” the Watani project enabled
the Zoo to expand its rhino collection from three to nine animals. At this
writing, an additional three to four elephants are also expected to join the
Zoo’s existing three-member herd in time for the Grand Opening festivities.
Contributions to the Zoo Society raised $7.2 million dollars for the project.
Society funding enabled the Zoo to provide its elephants and rhinos
with spacious exhibits and modern living quarters that meet the
animals’ social, behavioral and psychological requirements along
with their physical needs.
The new facilities also considered the needs and the wants
of Zoo visitors. They will enjoy closer, better views of the
animals and will visit the exhibits surrounded by art, exotic
vegetation and education games that should make everyone’s
day more fun and educational.
ROD HACKNEY, ZOO COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

ARCTIC

Cold-Blooded in the Arctic Circle
he Arctic Circle rings the Earth at 66.3° north latitude.
From there, the Arctic Realm extends northward to
the geographic Pole. The region is bleak and desolate
by human standards, with short summers, long cold winters,
frozen subsoils, treeless skylines, and in the most northern
areas, permanent snowfields and glaciers.
At the North Pole, the Sun remains above the horizon for
six months and below it for six months every year. Despite
these environmental challenges, some animals penetrate the
Arctic Circle and thrive in its difficult environment.
When asked to name Arctic animals, people usually list
Polar Bears, seals, some whales, possibly foxes and, mistakenly, penguins. Amphibian and reptiles rarely come to mind,
since the vast majority of these animals occur in warmer
areas of the world.
But, one amphibian and two reptile species—one frog, one
snake and one lizard—range into the Arctic. Several other
species have distributions that come close to, but do not
cross into, the Arctic Circle.

T

An Arctic Amphibian

The only polar amphibian species is the Wood Frog, an
adaptable creature that ranges further north than any other
amphibian—or reptile—does. These frogs range from
Labrador and Alaska south through western North Carolina
and northern Georgia and South Carolina. A few isolated
colonies occur in Alabama and Missouri, too.
Wood Frogs are able to cope with the cold because they
have perfected a cryogenic freezing process that lets 35 to
45 percent of their body tissues freeze with no ill effects to
the frog. In extreme cold, ice crystals form under the skins of
Wood Frogs and intersperse among their skeletal muscles
during hibernation. As the frog sinks into a deep torpor, it
stops breathing. Its heart stops beating, and its blood stops
flowing.
Specialized proteins and glucose disperse through the
frog’s circulatory system to act like anti-freeze. The chemicals
orchestrate intracellular freezing and dehydration that protects the frog’s cells. When warm weather returns, the land
thaws and so does the frog.

Polar Reptiles

Only two reptile species manage to live above the Arctic
Circle, the Viviparous Lizard and the European Adder. Both
are natives to parts of Europe and Asia.
Scientists continue to search for the physiological mechanisms that keep these reptiles from freezing, but these mechanisms remain mysterious. Because some animals adopt to
8 | ALIVE

the cold by metabolizing fats with high levels of polyunsaturated acids, researchers are analyzing fatty tissues in these
species, but so far, findings are inconclusive.
Research has found both species considerably more cold
tolerant than other reptiles are, even reptiles that share similar habitats and ranges. The European Adder becomes active
at very low temperatures. Males begin to move when ambient
temperatures reach only 8° C (46.6° F). Females start to stir
at 12° C (53.6° F).
The Viviparous Lizard needs more warmth, but will begin to
become active at 28 to 32°C or 82.4 to 86.6° F. However,
because these snakes are small and dark, individuals heat
up quickly and stay warm as long as the Sun shines.
Juvenile Viviparous Lizards are very dark. They stay black
for the first year or two of their lives. The dark coloring
causes them to heat up quickly, increasing the amount of
time they have to forage when the weather is warm.
Both of these reptile species spend a good deal of time
basking in the sun, which lets them generate enough energy
to stay alive. Both species also protect their eggs from the
cold by carrying them internally until the young hatch.
Both of these Arctic reptiles hibernate throughout the cold
winter months. In the northern part of their ranges, individuals
may sleep for up to 8 months a year. They sleep in burrows
that extend below the frost line.
Before settling into their hibernation burrows, the snakes
eat rapaciously—packing on as much fat as possible to sustain them throughout the winter. Some individuals reduce
their energy costs during hibernation by sharing their sleeping
space with others of their kind. By packing closely together,
these animals lose less heat into the environment.
Communal hibernating is easy for Viviparous Lizards. They
live in colonies and never wander far from their hibernation
sites. Social hibernating is more difficult for the adders. They
live alone and may have to travel long distances to find and
enter one of their rare hibernation sites.

Silver Lining—Not

Although global warming will harm most Arctic species, especially large mammals and birds, rising temperatures could
make life easier for the region’s smaller mammals and for its
herps. Warmer weather may also open the Arctic to additional
amphibian and reptile species
Unfortunately, the few species that benefit will pale beside
the multitudes that will suffer or simply disappear. And these
loses will harm the efficiency of the biological systems that
keep the Arctic’s ecosystem vibrant and functioning.
JOHN D. GROVES, CURATOR OF AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES

PA C I F I C O C E A N

Wood Frog
European Adder
Viviparous Lizard

Wood Frog (Rana sylvatica): This frog
ranges further north than any other frog. It
is the earliest breeding frog species with
breeding occurring in February and March,
even when some ice is left on their breeding ponds.
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Viviparous Lizard (Zootoca vivipara): This
lizard bears live young in the northern parts of its
range, while some populations in the south produce eggs. This reproductive behavior has certainly allowed it to extend its range into the Arctic
Circle.

European Adder (Vipera berus): This small
viper is cold hardy, living in the Arctic as well as
in the Alps at high elevations (2000 meters. It
produces live young that are born every two or
three years. This reproductive behavior allows
females to conserve energy while their young
develop.

THE NORTHWEST PASSAGE:
A Historic Footnote

For centuries, explorers searched for an ice-free shipping lane
across the Arctic Basin—a Northwest Passage to speed up
commerce. These expeditions all ended in failure and tragedy.
But, a recent tragedy may make this quest attainable. Massive
melting this summer opened, for the first time in recorded
history, a Passage wide enough for commerce. Oil producers and
some other traders hailed the news as good for profits, but people
who care about the Arctic saw the change as bad news for the
bears, the Arctic’s native people and all the wildlife—from algae
to narwhales—that live there.
Without ice to reflect sunlight away, the dark ocean absorbs it
and radiates it back as heat that will melt more ice and expose
more ocean and so on. This runaway feedback loop could
devastate the area’s commercial fishing and melt enough of
Greenland’s glaciers to raise sea levels 20 feet worldwide.
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o To Do
Zo2007
Our Sponsors
Signature Sponsor
Randolph Telephone
$5,000 Rhino
BB&T
Piedmont Printing

$2,500 Waterbuck
Asheboro Elastics Corporation
Asheboro Paper & Packaging, Inc.
B.B. Walker Foundation
Dr. Robert Brown
CommunityOne
Progress Energy

$1,500 Gemsbok
Asheboro Recycling
Bank of the Carolinas
Carolina Bank
Central Carolina Women’s Center
Clapp’s Convalescent Nursing Home
Coldwell Banker - The Real Estate
Shoppe
Crumley & Associates
EMBARQ
Energizer
Hanesbrands, Inc.
HumanCentric Technologies, Inc.
Ink ‘n Stitches
Klaussner Furniture Industries, Inc.
Scott and Marilyn Lea
McDowell Lumber Co.
Walker & Joanne Moffitt
Nationwide
Pugh Funeral Home
Pyramid Services, Inc.
Randolph Hospital
Security Savings Bank
Technimark, Inc.
The Courier-Tribune
The Timken Company
Wachovia Bank

$1,000 Kudu
Bossong Hosiery Mills, Inc.
Pat & Howard Burkart
Elastic Therapy, Inc.
First Bank
Garco, Inc.
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T h anks!

So many wonderful friends deserve
our thanks and our gratitude for the
success of Zoo To Do 2007 —
Rhino Razzmatazz!

Live Auction
Artists & Donors

Hampton Inn
Insurance Associates of the Triad
It’s Leather, Inc.
J.D. Wilkins Co., LLC
Pamela Potter
Randolph Bank & Trust
Randolph Oil/Short Stop
Shaw Enterprises, LLC
Sir Pizza of Asheboro
Surgical Associates of Asheboro
U.S. Trust, Bank of America Private
Wealth Management
Judy Younts

$500 Nyala

Acme McCrary & Sapona Foundation
Bank of America
Clark Bell, Lawyer
Burge Florist
Carillon Assisted Living of Asheboro
Chandler Concrete Company
Credit Bureau Collections Services
Deep River Rehabilitation
Edward Jones
E.F.I.
Richard & Susan Garkalns
Hodges Family Practice
Gene & Pat Holder
Bill & Ann Hoover
Greg & Ginny Hunter
J.H. Allen, Inc.
Myrick Construction Co.
Prevo Drug, Inc.
Mr. J.M. Ramsay, Jr.
Randolph Electric Membership
Corporation
Randolph Mall
RE/MAX Central Realty
Ridge Funeral Home
StarPet, Inc.
State Directory
Tank & Tummy/Valvoline Express
Care
Tekmark Global Solutions
Wayne Thomas Chevrolet/Dan
Thomas Pontiac Isuzu
Wright of Thomasville

A & H Art & Stain Glass Co.
Asheboro Honda
Avery Pottery & Tileworks - Blaine
Avery
Talmadge & Sara Baker
Edge Barnes
Ben Owen Pottery - Ben Owen III
CG Aviation - Bob Crumley
Lee Chesson
Classic Escapes
J. Keith & Jane Crisco
Mike Ferree
Dan Finch Pottery
Mike Durham
Michael Freeland
Paul Frehe
Dwight Holland
Bill & Ann Hoover
Joel Hunnicutt
Daniel Johnston
Jugtown Pottery
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Lackey
Chris Luther Pottery
MECO, Inc.
Montgomery Community College
Mid Pines Inn & Golf Club
North Carolina Zoological Park Animal Division
The Old North State Club
Patchwork Possibilities - Dr. Scott
Murkin
Amy Peraldo
Dick & Joanne Peterson
Phil Morgan Pottery
Pinehurst, LLC
Pine Needles Lodge & Golf Club
Primitive Knife Artworks - Robert H.
Crutchfield
Riggs Pottery - Charlie & Linda
Riggs
Schneider Stone, Inc.
Chip Shackelford
Lenton Slack
David & Lorraine Smith
Paula Smith
Sodexho
Jim Spires
Turtle Island Pottery
Ugly Jugs Folk Art Pottery

Silent Auction
Food, Fun &
Entertainment

American Sports Supply
Angus Barn
Anna’s Jams & Jellies
Asheboro Country Club
Asheboro Health & Fitness
Bardy’s Fine Jewelry
Nancy Bell
Bistro Sofia
Bossong Hosiery
Cakes By Cindy
Caryl’s Pool & Christmas Shoppe
Celebration Station
Chick-fil-A
Consolidated Theatres
Dan Thomas Pontiac
Tommy Davis
Rosanne Del Mastro
Designs by Joanne
Dewey’s Bakery
Dillard’s of Asheboro
Embassy Suites Hotel Greensboro
EMBARQ
Dr. Bryan & Dr. Cheryl Freeman
Funky Monkey
Barbara Gilliland
The Gingerbread House
Patti Gordon
Green Gorilla Soap Factory
Green Hill Center for N.C. Art
Greensboro Symphony Orchestra
Nat Harris
High Point Bowling Center
Inn at Bingham School
Vickie Joyner
Lulugroove
Mahan Designs
Mistletoe Meadows Christmas Trees
Scottie Michelle
Milita Rock & Gem
Nantahala Outdoor Center
Naturescapes Photography
Workshops
North Carolina Zoological Society
O. Henry Hotel/Quaintance Weaver
Restaurants & Hotel
Penland Custom Frames, Inc.
Dick Peterson
Joanne Peterson

Pottery
Phillips Brothers Country Hams, Inc.
Sarah Ruth Phipps
Photography by Vinny Colucci
Pinewood Country Club
Premier Massage Therapy
Purgatory Mountain Crafts
Quotables
Randolph-Asheboro YMCA
Rock-Ola
Sagebrush Steakhouse & Saloon
Seagrove Orchids
Lorraine Smith
Sport’s Attic
Sterling Silver Shoppe
Summit Laser & Cosmetic Center
Taste of Asia
The Bouldin House Bed & Breakfast
The Country Basket
The Exchange Banquet Hall
The North Carolina Shakespeare
Festival, Inc.
Thistle Meadow Winery
Timothy’s Fine Dining
Total Fitness
Toys & Co.
Turnpike Properties
Waste Knot Charters
Wayne Thomas Chevrolet
Charles West
Wet N’Wild Emerald Pointe
Yarns, Etc.

p r esen
esentt s

Steve & Rhonda Eblin
Jeanne Fitzgerald
Betsey Fowler
Brian Gordon
Kelly Haithcock
Candace Hammond
Hardin’s Furniture
High Point Furniture Ind., Inc.
Howard & Cookie Holt
HomeSpun Quilting & Design
Bettina Hunter
In Awe of Nature
John Ireland Photography
Nancy Lou Kiessler
Kim Luther Designs
Carole King
Klaussner Furniture Industries, Inc.
Mark Kostich
Laura Kelly Designs
Leopard Spot Gift Shop
Terrance Meadows
Jenna McIntosh
Melissa Southern Photography
MoKa Photos
Donna Northam
North Carolina Zoological Park Horticulture Division
North Carolina Zoological Society
Frankie Powell
Ken Powell
Rich Powell
Christi Ramsey
Schadt Woodcarving and Design
Chip Shackelford
Mike Shinn
State of the Art
The Finishing Touch
This N’That Shoppe
Karen Tiede
Trophy Shop Gifts & Engraving
Danny Tyson & Roseann Simms
Underwater Images by John Mimidis
Kimberly Williams
Beverly Wilson
William Mangum Gallery
Jack Winfield Ross
Ken Wooters

Anita’s Pottery & Dogwood Gallery
Baby Dragon Enterprises
Blue Dot Pots
Chad Brown
Cagle Road Pottery
Caldwell-Hohl Artworks
Caledonia Pottery
Callicutt Pottery
Charlie Tefft Pottery
Chrisco’s Pottery
Cole Pottery
Cross Creek Pottery
Susan Cutter
Dean & Martin Pottery
Duck Creek Pottery
Earth Water & Fire Studios
Fat Beagle Pottery
Lisa Forsythe
Freeman Pottery
Nelda French
From the Ground Up
Garry Childs Pottery
Margaret Giles
Gingerbread House Pottery
George Gusler
H.A.T. underground
Hatfield Pottery
Hickory Hill Pottery
Valerie Hill
His Hands Pottery
Jim Peterson Stoneware Ceramics
Mark Koepnick
Kovack Pottery
Lantern Hill Pottery
Latham’s Pottery
Lion’s Den Pottery
Luck’s Ware
Lufkin Pottery
Will McCanless
Deb McDaniel
McNeill’s Pottery
Dawn Tagawa Morgan
Phil Morgan II
Moss Pottery
New Salem Pottery
Bill Newton
Joyce Newton
Nichol’s Pottery
Old Fish House Pottery
Old Hard Times Pottery
Old House Pottery
O’Quinn Pottery
Rachelle Peterson

oToDo
Zo2007

Adventures, Art
& Decorating
at Home
Valerie Abbott
Amazing Grace Art Studio
Amish Trading Post
Rusty Angel
Art by Laurie Grove
Asheboro Nissan
Ashley Fetner Photography
Bardy’s Fine Jewelry
Blue Rhino
Tom Blunt
Braxton Culler, Inc.
Lou & Linda Browning
Capel Rugs
Century Furniture Showroom
Cleo’s Concrete Creations
Martha Crotty
Decorative Wood Carvings
DigiPix by Rick

Piney Woods Pottery
Leanne Pizio
McKeithan Enterprises
Pottery Central
Pris Pots Pottery
Ray Pottery
Marcy Reid-Smith
Suzanne Rehbock
John Revell
Susan Ridenour
Rising Sun Pottery
Rockhouse Pottery
South Elm Pottery & Gallery
Stone-Crow Pottery
Stonewear by Suhoo
Stone’s Throw
Susan O’Leary Pottery
Tara McGee Pottery
Teague’s Frogtown Pottery
The Great White Oak Gallery
The Pottery Shed
Christine Timchek
Triple C Pottery
Turn & Burn Pottery
Untamed MUDD
Uwharrie Crystalline
Terry Warren
Warren Pottery
Conrad Weiser
Westmoore Pottery

Special Thanks
Dave Aiken
Dart Container Corporation
Asheboro Paper & Packaging, Inc.
Beane Signs
Hanover Park Vineyard
Hunsucker Printing Company, Inc.
Klaussner Furniture Industries, Inc.
Lowe’s Home Improvement Center
of Asheboro
Michael Rogers Auctioneers
Montgomery Community College
Pepsi Bottling Ventures
PIP Printing
RagApple Lassie Vineyards
Reddy Ice., Inc.
Round Peak
Silver Eagle, LLC
State of the Art
The Plant Shoppe
Tom’s Creek Nursery
Weathervane Winery
WestBend Vineyards
Villa Photography
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Special Gifts

2007

Limited
Edition
Christmas
Ornament
This Society-exclusive elephant ornament, designed
and crafted by North Carolina artist Chris Gabriel, celebrates the spring 2008 Grand Opening of the N.C. Zoo’s
Watani Grasslands exhibit.
Hand-crafted in porcelain clay, this limited-edition
2007 Christmas ornament was created to celebrate the
spring 2008 opening of the Zoo’s much anticipated
Watani Grassland Reserve. A Zoo Society exclusive, the
ornaments are each signed and numbered by the artist.
The $21.99 cost of the ornament includes the member’s
discount and shipping costs.
Members may order by calling us toll free (888-2443736) or by purchasing the ornament on the Web at
www.nczoo.com.

ORDER FORM
Quantity ________

Total Payment (@ $21.99 each) $ _____________________

Buyer’s Name ________________________________________________________
Ship To _____________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________

City ____________________________ State _______ Zip ___________________
Phone ______________________________________________________________

E-Mail ______________________________________________________________
Please make check payable to: N.C. Zoo Society
Or charge purchase to:
9 Visa

9 MasterCard

9 American Express

9 Discover Card

Account No. _________________________________________________________

Security Code _________________ Exp. Date ______________________________
Signature ___________________________________________________________
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Holiday Adopt

Adopt an elephant and a rhino from the N.C.
Zoo Society and send a gift that symbolizes
your wish for ten tons of holiday joy. Only
$59.99, the package includes a cuddly plush
elephant and a companion rhino, a photo of
the pachyderms, an official adoption certificate and a personal message that you compose. We will also include a button
commemorating the opening of the Zoo’s new
Watani Grasslands Reserve. The price includes
standard shipping.
• Adoption funds will support the Watani
Grasslands Reserve, which is scheduled to
open in the spring of 2008.

• Adoption packages of $500 or more also
include a print made from an original painting by one of the Zoo’s elephants.

To adopt ten tons of fun call the Zoo Society
at 336-879-7250, visit www.nczoo.com or
e-mail adopt@nczoo.com.

that also Support Your Zoo!
Share the Zoo–
Share the Joy!
Zoo memberships supply friends, family and colleagues
with a year to a lifetime of fun and learning at the N.C.
Zoo. Gift memberships support the Zoo’s education, conservation and animal welfare work and give the member
ample excuses for getting back to nature. Members enjoy
unlimited visits here and receive free or reduced admissions to more than 150 partner zoos across North America.
Gift memberships arrive with a plush bear and wrapped for
the holidays.

O R D E R

F O R M

9 Adopt Ten Tons of Fun
9 Gift Membership
Mail to: 9 Recipient

9 Buyer
The gift is for 9 Christmas 9 Hanukkah or
9 Other ______________________________________
Tells us how to sign the gift card:

__________________________________________________

Gift will be mailed on December 7, unless otherwise noted

here ________________________________________________

Buyer’s Name ________________________________________

Buyer’s Address ______________________________________

City___________________________ State____ Zip__________
Phone ______________________________________________
E-mail ______________________________________________

Recipient’s Name ____________________________________
Recipient’s Address____________________________________

City___________________________ State____ Zip__________
Phone ______________________________________________
E-mail ______________________________________________

TOTAL PURCHASE $ ___________

Holiday Membership prices begin at $45 and vary depending on the level of membership chosen. (Holiday Membership prices are slightly higher than regular memberships to
cover the costs of the plush and standard shipping.)

Membership gift levels and prices:
$45

Individual:
Family:

Zookeeper:

$64

$179

Individual-Plus:

Family-Plus:
Curator:

Lifetime Membership:

$1505

$50

$74

$305

“Plus” Zookeeper and Curator level memberships allow members to
bring one or more guests on each visit. Visit www.nczoo.com for details
on membership benefits.

Additional Information for Gift Membership Only
Please complete the following:
Your membership level of choice ______________________
For family and higher memberships only, what is the name
of the second adult in the household?
________________________________________________
The number of children or grandchildren under age 18?____
Please make checks payable to the N.C. Zoo Society
or charge to:

9 MasterCard 9 AMEX 9 Visa 9 Discover

Account # __________________________________________

Security Code________________ Exp. Date________________
Signature ____________________________________________
Please print clearly and mail to:
The N.C. Zoo Society
4403 Zoo Parkway
Asheboro, NC 27205

For multiple orders please duplicate the form, call us toll free at
(888) 244-3736 or go to our Web page at www.nczoo.com.
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Passing the Buck

Restricting A Zoo Investment
One of our special donors has supported the N.C.
Zoo for over 20 years. In recent years, that donor’s
gifts have become more frequent and larger. Often,
the larger gifts arrive in response to specific requests
from the Society, as for Project: Pachyderms or the
Valerie H. Schindler Wildlife Rehabilitation Center.
A few generous gifts were restricted by the donor,
however, to support the welfare of animals.
A good portion of these gifts recently improved
the welfare of Wilhelm, the Zoo’s Polar Bear, giving
him a sturdy, manufactured raft that now floats in
his pool. Aboard the raft, Wilhem can drift, bob and
dive as if he were a wild bear sailing on the ice
pack. Another portion of our donor’s gifts helped
cool the waters in the bear’s exhibit pool—something Wilhelm must have found soothing during
August’s hot, sunny days.
The N.C. Zoo Society always does its best to link
a donor’s special interests with Zoo needs that are
not met with funds from the State budget. If any of
our readers have an idea for making a restricted
investment in the Zoo, they are invited to share their
interests with Russ Williams at
rwilliams@nczoo.com or 336-879-7252).

RUSSling’s

Enrich a Wild Child

Hundreds of Zoo Society members have enriched the lives of
N.C. Zoo animals by adopting a Society Wild Child. Adoptions are
available for a variety of species and at a range of price levels.
The proceeds from these adoptions purchase toys and tasty
treats for the Zoo’s animals and fund training opportunities for
zookeepers.
The treats are always healthy. The toys may be manufactured
by Fisher Price® or may be simple plastic containers or even
socks. The items are selected to add complexity, interest and
entertainment to the Zoo animals’ lives. The training is provided to
help our keepers take even better care of the animals.
While there are other ways for donors to fund specific projects
that enrich the animals’ lives, the Adoption Program is an easy—
and often enriching—way to donate to this cause.
Each adoption level comes with its own set of premiums, some
with photos, others with plush animals—so the packages can be
used as gifts—and offer a fun and charming way to introduce
children to the world of philanthropy. The child receives a token
gift and sees how charitable donations can make life better for the
Zoo’s animals.
Readers can learn more about our adoptions at
www.nczoo.com.
RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Thank Yous...

go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of $1,000 or more to the Society between June 16 - August 29, 2007
Ralph & Silver Abernethy
Mrs. Elizabeth H. Aldridge
Mr. Ross O. Allen
Ambleside Gallery
American Express
Mable Anderson & A. P. Anderson,
Jr.
Bank of Granite
Biscuitville, Inc.
The Borden Fund, Inc.
Carolina Farmers Mutual Insurance
Company
The Carter Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Cavalluzzi
Clear Channel
Dr. Dennis Clements & Dr. Martha
Ann Keels
J. Keith & Jane Crisco
Davis Furniture Industries, Inc.
Angela & Starke Dillard
Dr. David Dorman & Dr. Jan Dye
Durham Academy
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Edward Jones
Energizer
Food Lion
Parks & Jane Freeze
Mrs. Dewey A. Frick
Crayton & Louise Garrell
Mr. Bernard Glassman Jr.
GlaxoSmithKline
William H. & Vonna K. Graves
Greensboro Day School
William Victor and Frances Claire
Groder Memorial Fund of the
Triangle Community Foundation
Häfele America Company
Dr. James Harper & Dr. Patricia
O’Leary
Leonard G. Herring Family
Foundation
High Point Bank & Trust Company
Honda Power Equipment
Manufacturing, Inc.
Rick & Betsy Huber

Mr. Joel Huneycutt
Hunsucker Printing Co., Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Sam Hupman, Jr.
Hurshell & Gerrie Keener
Kerr Drug, Inc.
Dr. Tommie F. Lauer FASAM
Locust Lumber Co. of Locust and
Monroe
Gus & Geary Mandrapilias
Martin Marietta Aggregates
McDonald’s
Bob & Bonnie Meeker
Maurice & Sharon Moran
Morris Animal Foundation
Mt. Olive Pickle Company, Inc.
NC Touchstone Energy cooperatives
North Carolina Troopers
Association
Ms. Martha H. Noyes
Our State Magazine
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Pickens

Randolph Arts Guild
Estate of Nina B. Redditt
Mr. Karl Schaefer & Ms. Nancy
Krasno
SCYNEXIS, Inc.
Ronald & Alice Shackelford
Mr. & Mrs. Sherrill Shaw
Talmadge & Ian Silversides
Mrs. Nancy R. Sizemore
John & Tina Slankas
SouthCorr Packaging, L.L.C.
Staton Financial Advisors LLC
Subaru of America, Inc.
Therapeutic Alternatives
The Timken Company
Timothy’s
Triad Corrugated Metal, Inc.
USTA North Carolina
webslingerZ
Mrs. Nancy H. Wilson
James & Jean Winfrey
WZRU

ZOO happenings
Upcoming Zoo & Zoo Society Events for 2008
SOCIETY EVENTS & PROGRAMS are for members
and their guests. You can find additional details about
the programs on our Web site at www.nczoo.com.

MARCH
29 Frog Walk – 6:30-8 p.m. Join us to learn about the frogs
and toads living wild at the Zoo and then take a nighttime
walk in the park to hear and see who’s splashing and calling in the Zoo’s swamps and marshes. Member fees: $4
for children; or adults. Non-members fees: $5 for children
or adults. We will begin taking
reservations on February 1.

noted, are free with the price of admission.

NOW – DECEMBER 31
Every day Animal Adventure 4D – SimEx returns with
another “ride the movie!” This 4D film explores North
America’s wildlife and wilderness areas. Fee $3 per person.

FEBRUARY
2

Groundhog Day Join the fun when the Zoo’s
Groundhog appears to predict when winter will lose its
edge and spring temperatures will arrive.

MARCH

APRIL
4

ZOO EVENTS are for everyone and, unless otherwise

ALL MONTH African Art, Dance, Music and Mystery
22 Egg-stravaganza – Keepers
will hide eggs and other
seasonal treats in various animal
habitats. Come and watch the fun!
29 & 30 Save Our Snakes! – Come
ssssee why snakes are sssso sssspecial!

APRIL
ZooFling! – The Zoo has special events planned for every
weekend, beginning with the April 5–6 Watani Grasslands
Grand Opening Celebration. Check your Spring Alive
magazine for more details.

Details on all of these programs and the events we have planned for the rest of the year are available on the Web at
www.nczoo.com/index_html. * Reservations are required. For Society Member programs, call 336-879-7250 to make a reservation. We begin taking member reservations six weeks before an event.

Thank You ...with

Our Apologies

In our last issue, we made a computure error and failed to thank some of the genoeroous people
who had donated $1,000 or more to the Society in the time period between March 16 and June 15,
2007. The names we omitted are listed below.
K. Nash & Frances Archer
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Butler
Steve & Patti Carson
Mr. & Mrs. David
Cromartie
Frederic Dalldorf
Ms. Jeffrie Ann H. Edgell
Dr. & Mrs. Robert H.
Gaither
Mrs. Jody Gilmore
Don & Pam Gower
Mr. Mike Hanville

Linda & J. A. Hodges
Ms. Lois Holt
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Holt
Mr. W. Jack Holt
Kathe & Grady Ingle
James & Melanie Johnson
Mr. Herbert S. Kerr
Kulynych Family
Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce D.
Langdon
Eddie & Ginger Lynch

Tom & Sally Moore
Randolph Hospital
David & Tamara Robb
Mr. Dalton D. Ruffin
Mr. Robert A. Sebrosky
Mr. & Mrs. C. Hamilton
Sloan
Mr. & Mrs. Charles W.
Summers
Wren Foundation, Inc.
Ms. Malia Young

BIGSTOCKPHOTO.COM

Grand Opening:
Watani Grassland Reserve
It’s finally here! The new
elephant and rhinoceros
exhibits, art, programs
and games.
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Polar Opposites
What is cold, covered in ice, and has only one day and
one night each year? If you guessed either the North
Pole or the South Pole (or both), then you are right.
The Poles sit at the very north and south ends of the
Earth. Both poles are cold and both are deserts—neither
receives more than 10 inches of precipitation a year.
Snow piles deep in both places
because it never melts.
During the Polar winters,
the Sun never rises. It
never sets in summer, so a
polar year has only one
day and one night. Each
lasts for six months. You
may think these two
poles are alike, but there
are some big differences.

North Pole sits in the middle of
• The
an ocean, surrounded by land.
Arctic takes its name from the
• The
Greek word “arktos,” meaning

North Pole: The Arctic Region

“bear,” in recognition of the Big Bear
constellation that circles overhead.

have lived in the Arctic for
• Humans
thousands of years.

Separating
the Poles
South Pole sits in the middle of a large continent,
• The
Antarctica, surrounded by water.
comes from the Greek “anti-arktos” and
• “Antarctic”
means “no bear” because the Big Bear constellation

South Pole: The Antarctic Region

• People visit the Antarctic, but no one lives there.
places, the ice and snow on Antarctica piles
• Intwosome
miles high. About 70 percent of the Earth’s fresh
never appears overhead.

water is locked up in this snow and ice.
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Ursa Major

The Big Bear Constellation
The Big Dipper

Polar bears, in the Arctic (“bear”),

can see the Big Bear constellation.

Emperor Penguins, which live in the
Antarctic (“no bear”), cannot.

The International Polar Year,

a two-year research program to help people
worldwide learn more about the Polar Regions,
began in January 2007. The scientists in this
program are worried about the ice melting in
the Arctic and Antarctic. The worry is that all of
this melting may cause sea levels to rise so much
that cities along the coasts will be flooded.

Below is an experiment that you can perform to predict
what Arctic and Antarctic melting may do to sea levels.

Experiment This…

First you need to know that much of the Arctic’s ice floats on top of the
ocean as sea ice or pack ice, while most of Antarctica’s frozen water sits
on land, frozen on huge glaciers that cover the continent.

You will need: a deep-dish pie pan, some modeling clay, a toothpick,
some ice cubes, water, and cling wrap

Investigation # 1. If the Arctic’s sea ice melts, will sea levels rise?
1. Shape your modeling clay into a thick continent and press it
tightly onto the bottom of the pie pan. Pour in some water, to
create a model ocean that partially covers your continent.
2. Put 3-4 ice cubes in the water to represent the Arctic pack ice.
3. Mark sea level on your continent by pulling a toothpick across
the top of the water, leaving a mark in the clay.
4. Cover the pan with cling wrap to prevent water evaporation.
5. Observe. What happens to sea level as the ice melts? Write
down what you see.
Investigation # 2. If the Antarctic’s (or the Arctic’s) glaciers melt, will
sea level rise?
1. Use the pan from Activity # 1, and place 3 new ice cubes in
dents on the clay to represent glaciers.
2. Cover the dish with cling wrap.
3. Observer what happens. Does sea level change? Can you
explain what happened?

What Happened?

Melting pack ice doesn’t raise sea
level for the same reason that a
frozen drink won’t melt and overflow its cup. Pack ice is frozen
water that is already part of the
ocean. When pack ice melts, it does
not add any more water to the
ocean. Melting glaciers raise sea
level, for the same reason that
pouring more water into a frozen
drink will cause it to overflow.
Glaciers hold frozen water on land,
so when they melt they add more
water to the ocean.
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Already at Watani . . .

DUNG HO!

XX

Dung BeetlesXX
Chris Gabriel
cast-bronze sculpture
with applied patina

Known for packing poo and all its potent nutrients back into
the soil, dung beetles also clear the air --- of unpleasant odors
and flies. Take an average pile of African elephant dung, for
example--- all three pounds of it. In two hours, it can attract
16,000 dung beetles of all shapes and sizes. They can
find it and eat and bury it--- all in just two hours.
To bring these benefits closer to home, consider dung
beetles in the context of the nearly 100 million cows
and bulls that live in the United States. Each one drops
12 cowpads a day, and, without dung beetles to bury
them, each pile could incubate 2,000 flies. Do the math--then thank a dung beetle the next time you stop to smell
the roses.

Non-Profit
US Postage

PAI D

NORTH CAROLINA
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY
4403 Zoo Parkway
Asheboro, NC 27205
www.nczoo.com

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

The Zoo Society urges you to do business with businesses that support your Zoo.

North Carolina
Zoological Society

